
HAYMAN  TROPHY 2016 – RESULTS

This year’s  field of 72 players included six previous winners of this prestigious trophy - President 
Alan Bryce in 1978 and 1979, Russell Cockroft 1994 and 2008, Graeme Rees 1995, Eric Jarvis 2004, 
Geoff Clarke 2011 and the previous victor in 2014, Mike Small. The 21-end drawing competition was 
the first event of the 2016-17 season. The field was divided into 2 groups with 30 players enjoying 
the fresh temperatures, a clear blue sky and a breezy morning. As the day warmed to its maximum 
of 19 degrees the jackets came off and a perfect Spring day greeted the 42 afternoon players on two 
full greens. Green Keeper, Glen Miller’s excellent work over the off season resulted in the Davie and 
Laing Greens running true with a consistent line. As usual they were a pleasure to play on with good 
finish.

Most players started slowly with the long ends in particular being difficult to score heavily on. There 
were some high scoring ends however with Ray Ford scoring 11 points out of a possible 12 on his 
second end while both Jan Harmon and Doug Youl achieved 10 points on their best end.

As usual the most consistent player and best finisher prevailed. Mike Small, Barry Williams and 
Russell Cockroft were leaders with 3 ends to play but Barry won through by scoring 21 points on the 
final three ends. Mike needed six points to tie with Barry on the final end but was too heavy with his 
first bowl, adjusted well with his second to score but could not finish with the three pointers he 
needed with his last two bowls

Overall scoring was very good with 46 players scoring over 50 points. This was a great practice event 
and an enjoyable start to a very full new season.

Results - Top 8 Morning Group Results - Top 8 Afternoon Group

Barry Williams 104 Overall Winner Mike Small 100 R/U Overall
Russell Cockroft 95 3rd Overall Vincent Chia 92
Geoff Clarke 92 Graeme Rees 82
Kevin Smith 81 John Lindsay 81
Ross Bell 78 Bill Kininmont 77
Beryl Murphy 71 Judy Davidson 74
Cliff Johns 68 Kevin Harmon 73
Doug Youl 65 Peter Quinn 70


